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Although we agree that care in the com-Although we agree that care in the com-

munity is perceived as a failure withinmunity is perceived as a failure within

the public domain and definitively as por-the public domain and definitively as por-

trayed by the media, there are a numbertrayed by the media, there are a number

of issues around deinstitutionalisationof issues around deinstitutionalisation

that have not been addressed by Professorthat have not been addressed by Professor

Leff (2001). Certainly, the apparent invisi-Leff (2001). Certainly, the apparent invisi-

bility of community teams, the muddlingbility of community teams, the muddling

of schizophrenia with personality disor-of schizophrenia with personality disor-

der, ‘split mind’ and homicides, and theder, ‘split mind’ and homicides, and the

modern prevalence of homelessness aremodern prevalence of homelessness are

all factors. More important, perhaps, isall factors. More important, perhaps, is

that we do not really know whythat we do not really know why

community care developed during thecommunity care developed during the

second half of the 20th century, andsecond half of the 20th century, and

why it is now returning to what a 19th-why it is now returning to what a 19th-

century editor called ‘bricks and mortarcentury editor called ‘bricks and mortar

humanity’ (Wynter, 1859).humanity’ (Wynter, 1859).

It may be that the studies followingIt may be that the studies following

the planned resettlement of asylum popu-the planned resettlement of asylum popu-

lations quoted by Leff show no subse-lations quoted by Leff show no subse-

quent homelessness in the dischargequent homelessness in the discharge

populations, but this ignores the newpopulations, but this ignores the new

long-stay problem. That is to say youngerlong-stay problem. That is to say younger

patients, who have never been throughpatients, who have never been through

the asylum system, and who go in andthe asylum system, and who go in and

out of in-patient units on the revolving-out of in-patient units on the revolving-

door circuit. Leff’s experience of 20% ofdoor circuit. Leff’s experience of 20% of

patients being homeless is out of date,patients being homeless is out of date,

current levels being nearer 40% or evencurrent levels being nearer 40% or even

50% in our east London wards, for ex-50% in our east London wards, for ex-

ample. Another third are people readmit-ample. Another third are people readmit-

ted from hostels, and now no longerted from hostels, and now no longer

accepted by these because of ‘risk man-accepted by these because of ‘risk man-

agement’, drug use or other ‘difficult’agement’, drug use or other ‘difficult’

behaviours.behaviours.

This leads on to concerns about vio-This leads on to concerns about vio-

lent crime, in that there has been alent crime, in that there has been a

decrease in the proportion of violentdecrease in the proportion of violent

crimes committed by people with mentalcrimes committed by people with mental

illness, but not a decrease in the numbers.illness, but not a decrease in the numbers.

This may reflect generally rising crimeThis may reflect generally rising crime

rates, but we remain ambivalent, inrates, but we remain ambivalent, in

psychiatric circles, about the relationshippsychiatric circles, about the relationship

between schizophrenia and criminality,between schizophrenia and criminality,

and there seems to be a tendency to tryand there seems to be a tendency to try

to gloss over it. This also has an impactto gloss over it. This also has an impact

on what Leff calls the ‘mixed economyon what Leff calls the ‘mixed economy

of care’, and a ‘complex network of inter-of care’, and a ‘complex network of inter-

linked facilities and professionals’. In factlinked facilities and professionals’. In fact

this is a Gormenghast-like labyrinth, withthis is a Gormenghast-like labyrinth, with

voluntary agencies, privately run hostels,voluntary agencies, privately run hostels,

and forensic units carefully trying to wardand forensic units carefully trying to ward

off all difficult comers and, in the case ofoff all difficult comers and, in the case of

the latter, usually being full. The propor-the latter, usually being full. The propor-

tion of time spent on interface issuestion of time spent on interface issues

(e.g. meetings, letters, telephone conversa-(e.g. meetings, letters, telephone conversa-

tions) compared with patient care is risingtions) compared with patient care is rising

remorselessly.remorselessly.

Whether you call something a conti-Whether you call something a conti-

nuing care unit, a 24-hour nursing staffednuing care unit, a 24-hour nursing staffed

hostel or a medium secure rehabilitationhostel or a medium secure rehabilitation

unit does not matter, since essentiallyunit does not matter, since essentially

you are reproducing the asylum. The factyou are reproducing the asylum. The fact

of the matter is that we are now enteringof the matter is that we are now entering

a period of reinstitutionalisation, in botha period of reinstitutionalisation, in both

the UK and other parts of the world,the UK and other parts of the world,

for reasons that we do not really under-for reasons that we do not really under-

stand. Deinstitutionalisation occurred instand. Deinstitutionalisation occurred in

all Western industrialised countries, at aall Western industrialised countries, at a

different pace and linked to very distinctdifferent pace and linked to very distinct

national events such as the Psychiatry-national events such as the Psychiatry-

Enquete in Germany, the Law 180 inEnquete in Germany, the Law 180 in

Italy or Powell’s ‘water tower’ speech inItaly or Powell’s ‘water tower’ speech in

this country.this country.

Now, there seems to be a similar un-Now, there seems to be a similar un-

derlying pattern across various countries.derlying pattern across various countries.

This time, it is reinstitutionalisation withThis time, it is reinstitutionalisation with

a rising number of forensic beds, new-stylea rising number of forensic beds, new-style

institutions in the form of supported hous-institutions in the form of supported hous-

ing, and an increasing frequency of com-ing, and an increasing frequency of com-

pulsory treatment. It is not just a matterpulsory treatment. It is not just a matter

of perceptions, but rather a notion of pub-of perceptions, but rather a notion of pub-

lic safety. Thus, we see a rising tide oflic safety. Thus, we see a rising tide of

individualist preference over communalindividualist preference over communal

support (e.g. the carsupport (e.g. the car vv. the train), a widen-. the train), a widen-

ing gap between stronger and weakering gap between stronger and weaker

groups in society (e.g. the rich and thegroups in society (e.g. the rich and the

poor), and a medico-legal climate of blamepoor), and a medico-legal climate of blame

and risk attribution. There is probably aand risk attribution. There is probably a

realistic balance between what communityrealistic balance between what community

care can do and what might benefit fromcare can do and what might benefit from

old or new kinds of institutions, but suchold or new kinds of institutions, but such

balanced acceptability needs more carefulbalanced acceptability needs more careful

research.research.
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Compensation claims afterCompensation claims after
whiplash neck injurywhiplash neck injury

Although the effort in the study by MayouAlthough the effort in the study by Mayou

& Bryant (2002) is substantial, we find& Bryant (2002) is substantial, we find

that there is a tendency in such studies tothat there is a tendency in such studies to

fail to account for at least two importantfail to account for at least two important

confounding variables. Our own experi-confounding variables. Our own experi-

ence, in both clinical and medico-legalence, in both clinical and medico-legal

practice, is that asking patients about pre-practice, is that asking patients about pre-

accident emotional stress is too often unre-accident emotional stress is too often unre-

liable. Interviews with family members andliable. Interviews with family members and

review of employment records and reportsreview of employment records and reports

often uncovers a wealth of data on theseoften uncovers a wealth of data on these

patients that was otherwise not forthcom-patients that was otherwise not forthcom-

ing. Yet this is a difficult task in researching. Yet this is a difficult task in research

studies in most cases. What is less difficult,studies in most cases. What is less difficult,

however, is seeking the opportunity tohowever, is seeking the opportunity to

review all pre-accident medical records,review all pre-accident medical records,

which often refer to lengthy or recent his-which often refer to lengthy or recent his-

tories of significant life stressors. This istories of significant life stressors. This is

important; if some of the subjects who re-important; if some of the subjects who re-

ported a lack of pre-accident emotional dif-ported a lack of pre-accident emotional dif-

ficulties in a study actually have them, theyficulties in a study actually have them, they

confound the comparison of emotionallyconfound the comparison of emotionally

vulnerablevulnerable vv. non-vulnerable accident vic-. non-vulnerable accident vic-

tims. No difference will appear to exist be-tims. No difference will appear to exist be-

tween the two groups because in realitytween the two groups because in reality

they are much more alike than the re-they are much more alike than the re-

searchers can know. Although researcherssearchers can know. Although researchers

do use methods that suggest self-reporteddo use methods that suggest self-reported

data is still valid, if the purpose of the re-data is still valid, if the purpose of the re-

search is to study psychosocial variables,search is to study psychosocial variables,

then short-cuts or surrogate measures arethen short-cuts or surrogate measures are

not sufficient.not sufficient.

Also, post-accident stressors unrelatedAlso, post-accident stressors unrelated

to an accident (e.g. death of a friend or fa-to an accident (e.g. death of a friend or fa-

mily member, or moving house) have beenmily member, or moving house) have been

shown, albeit in a small group of subjects,shown, albeit in a small group of subjects,

to be important predictors of whiplash out-to be important predictors of whiplash out-

come (Karlsborgcome (Karlsborg et alet al, 1997). In research,, 1997). In research,

to obtain this information, one need merelyto obtain this information, one need merely

ask the subjects to check off what may seemask the subjects to check off what may seem

like a list of not uncommon life events. Welike a list of not uncommon life events. We

have found in clinical and medico-legalhave found in clinical and medico-legal

practice that patients tend to be more forth-practice that patients tend to be more forth-

right about reporting these events, althoughright about reporting these events, although

we are impressed at how frequently peoplewe are impressed at how frequently people
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